Made For Skate
Thank you unconditionally much for downloading made for skate.Most likely you
have knowledge that, people have see numerous times for their favorite books
considering this made for skate, but end happening in harmful downloads.
Rather than enjoying a good book considering a mug of coffee in the afternoon,
instead they juggled next some harmful virus inside their computer. made for
skate is easy to use in our digital library an online right of entry to it is
set as public fittingly you can download it instantly. Our digital library
saves in complex countries, allowing you to get the most less latency period to
download any of our books later than this one. Merely said, the made for skate
is universally compatible next any devices to read.
Surf, Skate and Rock Art of Jim Phillips Jim Phillips 2003-01-01 Thousands of
artistic graphic illustrations, from motorcycles to health food and including
rock posters, surf, and skateboard art, jump off these pages. Bold and dynamic
"bad boy" and "hippie" themes in bright and startling colors command your
attention to the incredible detail included. Jim Phillips delights in original
imagery to convey his unique reflections of the popular world. Since 1962, he
has published award-winning graphic designs for cartoons, skateboards, tshirts, stickers, rock posters, and ad art. The works assembled for this book,
from collections world-wide, represent over fifty years of creativity and
document the powerful youth movement in America.
Small Town Skateparks Clint Carrick 2020-01-01 For many Americans who grew up
in a small town, childhood and adolescence revolved around the skatepark. As
time passes, however, these people drift away from skateboarding and the spaces
where they learned to do it. Part memoir, part travelogue, part essay, Small
Town Skateparks is the story of an adventure to discover the role skateparks
play in such lives and the role they played in the author’s own. Clint Carrick
grew up at the skatepark. Every day of the summer, he and his friends would
loaf at the dilapidated park with warped plywood ramps strewn with rusty nails.
They were the outsiders of the town, or at least thought of themselves that
way. They wore jeans and ripped skate shoes and felt free in their special hang
out, the skatepark, where they had their own language, their own heroes, and
their own views of the world. In this setting they matured from children
awestruck of high school kids to bored young men desperate to get out. Clint,
now an adult, rekindles these forgotten memories as he drives across the
country visiting unremarkable skateparks in America’s small towns. Why is he
drawn to these skateparks? What is their charm? How does the skatepark function
as an institution, and what is the indelible mark it leaves on those who grow
in its womb? As he makes his way further west, Clint relearns how to skate. He
chats with locals, crashes, bleeds, and hears a lot of stories that sound like
his own. The rust begins to wear off, but questions remain. Can someone who
left skating behind rediscover the activity that defined his youth? Can someone
who abandoned skateboarding make the skatepark once again his home?
Skateboard Jonathan Russell Clark 2022-09-08 Object Lessons is a series of
short, beautifully designed books about the hidden lives of ordinary things.
How did the skateboard go from a menacing fad to an Olympic sport? Writer and
skateboarder Jonathan Russell Clark answers this question by going straight to
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the sources: the skaters, photographers, commentators, and industry insiders
who made such an unlikely rise to worldwide juggernaut possible. Skateboarders
are their own historians, which means the real history of skating exists not in
archives or texts but in a hodgepodge of random and iconic videos, tattered
photographs, and, mostly, in the blurry memories of the people who lived
through it all. From California beaches to Tokyo 2020, the skateboard has
outlasted its critics to form a global community of creativity, camaraderie,
and unceasing progression. Object Lessons is published in partnership with an
essay series in The Atlantic.
Skater Girls 2020-09 Increasing the visability of under-represented girl
skateboarders, these portraits are captured on location with the photographic
historical process, wet plate collodion using a portable darkroom and 8x10 view
camera.
Skateboarding and the City Iain Borden 2019-02-21 Skateboarding is both a sport
and a way of life. Creative, physical, graphic, urban and controversial, it is
full of contradictions – a billion-dollar global industry which still retains
its vibrant, counter-cultural heart. Skateboarding and the City presents the
only complete history of the sport, exploring the story of skate culture from
the surf-beaches of '60s California to the latest developments in streetskating today. Written by a life-long skater who also happens to be an
architectural historian, and packed through with full-colour images – of
skaters, boards, moves, graphics, and film-stills – this passionate, readable
and rigorously-researched book explores the history of skateboarding and
reveals a vivid understanding of how skateboarders, through their actions,
experience the city and its architecture in a unique way.
Skate Michael Harmon 2008-02-12 There’s not much keeping Ian McDermott in
Spokane, but at least it’s home. He’s been raising Sammy practically on his own
ever since their mom disappeared again on one of her binges. They get by,
finding just enough to eat and plenty of time to skateboard. But at Morrison
High, Ian is getting the distinct, chilling feeling that the administration
wants him and his board and his punked hair gone. Simply gone. And when his
temper finally blows–he actually takes a swing at Coach Florence and knocks him
cold–Ian knows he’s got to grab Sammy and skate. Run. Their search for the one
relative they can think of, their only hope, leads Ian and Sammy across the
entire state of Washington in the cold and rain–and straight into a shocking
discovery. Through it all, Ian knows exactly what he has to do: protect Sammy,
and let no one split up their family of two. Michael Harmon tells a nuanced and
unflinching story of wilderness survival, the fierce bond between brothers, and
teen rage–and redemption.
Bobby Orr and the Hand-me-down Skates Kara Kootstra 2020-09-22 Even hockey
legends start with hand-me-downs. A beautifully illustrated true childhood
story about hockey great Bobby Orr. Bobby eats, sleeps and breathes hockey. So
when his birthday is coming up, he only wants one thing: new skates. He's seen
the exact pair he wants in the shop window: sparkling blades, shiny leather,
clean new laces tied in perfect bows. But when Bobby opens his gift, he's
dismayed to find hand-me-down skates: scuffed leather, nicked blades, floppy
laces. Once Bobby breaks them in, though, he and the hand-me-down skates become
inseparable, and he can't imagine life without them . . . until the brand-new
skates come into his life. How can he leave his hand-me-down skates behind? Log
Driver's Waltz illustrator Jennifer Phelan brings this classic story to life
with timeless, gorgeous art, and Kara Kootsra's words evoke the joy and
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dedication that Bobby Orr brought to his favorite sport. A perfect gift for
readers and fans big and small, this book is destined to be a classic that is
reached for time and time again.
In-Line Skating Suzanne Murdico 2002-12-15 Presents the history, safety gear,
basic techniques, and beginner tricks of in-line skating.
Authentic Paul Van Doren 2021-04-27 In the tradition of bestsellers such as
Shoedog, Authentic is a surprisingly candid, compelling memoir by a high school
dropout who went on to establish one of the world's most iconic brandsPaul Van
Doren is the founder of Vans—the shoe company beloved by skateboarders,
creatives, and fans everywhere for its laid-back, colorful SoCal vibe, and
famous for its people-oriented company culture. How did Van Doren, who started
as a 16-year-old "service boy" at a local rubber factory, establish a family
shoe business that evolved into a globally recognized brand with annual revenue
of more than four billion dollars? A blue-collar kid with no higher education
and zero retail experience, Van Doren leveraged a knack for numbers, a genius
for efficiency, and the know-how to make a great canvas tennis shoe into an
all-American success story. In 1966, when the first House of Vans store opened,
there were no stand-alone retail stores just for sneakers. Paul's bold
experiments in product design, distribution, and marketing (Why not sell custom
shoes? Single shoes?), aided by legions of fans—skateboarders, surfers, even
Sean Penn wearing Vans' famous checkerboard slip on shoe in the film Fast Times
at Ridgemont High—made Vans a household name. But there was also back-breaking
work, a shocking bankruptcy, family turmoil, and a profound shift in how
customers think about athletic shoes. Authentic details Van Doren's personal
life, but also hard-won business lessons learned over six turbulent decades in
the shoe trade: the importance of deep-rooted values, of improvisation, of
vision (and revision), and above all, of valuing people over profits.
Refreshingly forthright and totally entertaining, Authentic is a business
memoir by an American original.
Nate Likes to Skate Bruce Degen 2016-02-15 Nate loves skateboarding, but Kate
prefers making hats. "I hate to skate," she tells Nate. "Do you like my hat?"
Unimpressed, Nate retorts "I hate that hat." Kate’s feelings are hurt—so she
ignores Nate as he falls. Now that Nate is hurt and sad, too, his outlook has
changed. "Wait, Kate," he says. "I was a brat." Kate waits, and admits she
wasn’t nice either, and new possibilities open. Now Nate and Kate both like to
skate—and wear hats! Straightforward and heartfelt, Nate and Kate’s story is
the perfect reminder that we may not always share each other’s interests, but
we must be respectful and open-minded all the same! An I Like to Read® book for
emerging readers. Guided Reading Level D.
Janet Lynn Ann Morse 1975 A biography of the figure skater whose lack of desire
to "skate to win" made her decide to turn professional.
Skate the World Jonathan Mehring 2015 "Hit the streets with 200 exhilarating
photographs of the worlds greatest professional skateboarders in action. In
this dynamic collection, award-winning photographer Jonathan Mehring takes us
from New York to Hong Kong to Istanbul and beyond as he sets out to capture the
heart and soul of skate culture on six continents. Featuring stars like Tony
Hawk, Nyjah Huston, and Eric Koston, Mehrings images have been published in top
skateboarding magazines, and ESPN named him one of the sports ten most
influential people. Now, in his first book, Mehring invites us along on his
exhilarating photo adventures across six continents. By capturing these
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experiences on camera and including complementary images contributed by other
top skate photographers, Mehring presents an exciting and artful look at skate
culture around the world. With an adrenaline rush on every page, this book
celebrates the joy of skateboarding and its power to inspire young people to
overcome obstacleson the board and off."--Amazon.com.
The Disposable Skateboard Bible Sean Cliver 2019-10-02 Celebrate the 10th
anniversary of the greatest skateboard deck compilation with this special print
edition of The Disposable Skateboard Bible. With the release of Disposable: A
History of Skateboard Art in 2004, author Sean Cliver made a brilliant attempt
at artfully cataloging every important skateboard deck ever released. In the
process, he created a classic, but was left feeling less than satisfied. Ever
the completist, the gaping omissions in the first book gnawed at him and drove
him to envision compiling the ultimate encyclopedia of Skateboard decks. While
Disposable was beautiful, capturing the essence of the aesthetic, The
Disposable Skateboard Bible sets out to be the ultimate guide. The author's
industry insider status (in 1989 he landed his first job as a designer at
Powell-Peralta) allows him to guide readers through the culture and experience,
the art and the mania of the skate world with authority and expertise. While
the boards take center stage, fascinating vignettes and recollections by an Alist of skateboarding personalities from Tony Hawk to Mike Vallely, Mark
Gonzales to Stacy Peralta and more.
Disposable Sean Cliver 2014-11 Long time skateboard artist Sean Cliver has put
together this staggering survey of over 1000 skateboard graphics from the early
80s to the start of the 00s, creating an indispensable insiders history as he
did so. Alongside his own history, Sean has assembled a wealth of recollections
and stories from prominent artists and skateboarders such as Andy Howell, Barry
McGee, Ed Templeton, Steve Caballero, and Tony Hawk. The end result is a
fascinating historical account of art in the skateboard subculture, as told by
those directly involved with shaping its legendary creative face. Now, 10 years
after its first printing, the graphics and stories within are as provocative as
they day they were first conceived.
Skates Made of Bone B.A. Thurber 2020-02-20 Ice skates made from animal bones
were used in Europe for millennia before metal-bladed skates were invented.
Archaeological sites have yielded thousands of examples, some of them dating to
the Bronze Age. They are often mentioned in popular books on the Vikings and
sometimes appear in children's literature. Even after metal skates became the
norm, people in rural areas continued to use bone skates into the early 1970s.
Today, bone skates help scientists and re-enactors understand migrations and
interactions among ancient peoples. This book explains how to make and use them
and chronicles their history, from their likely invention in the Eurasian
steppes to their disappearance in the modern era.
Caillou Learns to Skate Marion Johnson 2014-01-14 Caillou is learning to skate.
With a lot of tumbles, the help of a chair and loads of encouragement from
Mommy and Daddy, Caillou begins to get the hang of it.
Peasprout Chen, Future Legend of Skate and Sword Henry Lien 2018-04-03 “It’s
Hermione Granger meets ‘Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon’ meets the Ice Capades
meets ‘Mean Girls.’” For all its disparate ingredients, though, PEASPROUT CHEN:
FUTURE LEGEND OF SKATE AND SWORD speaks in a single, strong voice, thanks to
its spirited heroine." —The New York Times "Massively entertaining...Peasprout
Chen is a future legend, indeed." —Publishers Weekly, Starred Review Welcome to
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Pearl Famous Academy of Skate and Sword, where the blades are sharp and the
competition is fierce. Peasprout Chen dreams of becoming a legend of wu liu,
the deadly and beautiful art of martial arts figure skating. As the first
students from the rural country of Shin to attend Pearl Famous Academy of Skate
and Sword, Peasprout and her little brother Cricket have some pretty big skates
to fill. They soon find themselves in a heated competition for top ranking.
Tensions rise when the dazzling pearl buildings of the Academy are vandalized
and outsider Peasprout is blamed for the attacks by her rivals ... and even
some friends. Now, she must uncover the true vandal to ensure peace between
Shin and Pearl – all while becoming a champion.
Skateart Romain Hurdequint 2018-02 - Artists include Jean-Michel Basquiat,
Shepard Fairey, Ai Weiwei, ROA, Diana Xavier, and dozens more - Over 100
selections from the author's archive of 3000 designs - An informative resource
and a playful homage to the art form The 2000s proved a turning point for the
skateboard and its relationship to art. Previously restricted to practical use,
the skate deck left the pavement to appear on the walls of galleries and
auction houses. Such was the advent of an entirely new contemporary art
movement, laconically baptized Skate Art. From silk-screening to Posca markers,
from repurposing and twisted shapes to upcycling broken boards, SkateArt is an
anthology of specialized and eclectic decks made by artists from all over the
world. Text in English and French.
Northeast Skate Complex Fishery Management Plan (FMP) 2003
White Boots Noel Streatfeild 2008 Harriet must choose between her friend Lalla
and her new-found love of ice-skating...
Skate Life Emily Chivers Yochim 2010 An in-depth look at skateboarding culture
by a promising young scholar
Jonesy John Buccigross 2007
Rosie and Skate Beth Ann Bauman 2011-04-05 “The novel uses the empty
storefronts and windy beaches of autumn to explore loss, confusion and love.”
—The New York Times Book Review. It's off-season at the Jersey shore. The
boardwalk belongs to the locals—including Rosie and Skate, sisters who are a
year apart in age but couldn't be more different. Rosie's fifteen, shy, and
waiting for her life to begin. Skate, sixteen, is tougher and knows what she
wants. Readers will be totally caught up as the sisters' story plays out within
the embrace of their quirky, warmhearted community.
Tracker-Forty Years of Skateboard History Larry Balma 2015-01-25 "The Tracker
book is so important because future generations will be able to learn about
skateboarding history--who was involved with it, and how it all happened. It
will blow their minds."--Christian HosoiBack in 1975, the Tracker Fultrack was
the first truck in history made specifically for skateboarding by skateboarders
to incorporate high quality, performance and strength. Trackers truly were (and
still are) the Trucks You Can Trust. Four decades later, those four words
continue to be the driving force of the brand. TRACKER - Forty Years of
Skateboard History is a collection of photos and stories about Tracker and its
rich history from the perspective of the people who worked there, as well as
the professional riders and photographers who made Tracker a major icon in the
skateboard world. This coffee table size book features a skateboarding historic
timeline from the early1900's to the present. There are over 1492 color and
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black and white photos, drawings and scans illustrating the skateboarding story
of Tracker Trucks in this 388 page, hardcover book.
My Skating Life: Fifty Plus Years of Skating Jo Ann Schneider Farris 2016-11-19
Travel on a wonderful journey with skating author, figure skating competitor,
skating coach, and skating parent, Jo Ann Schneider Farris. Learn everything
and anything about skating as you travel through Jo Ann's skating life. In
addition to reading Jo Ann's story, purchasers of the digital edition of MY
SKATING LIFE can also enjoy embedded links, articles, photos, and videos that
will take the reader on more wonderful skating adventures. The photos in the
digital edition are in color and can be enlarged and enjoyed. Happy Skating!
Made for Skate Dirk Vogel 2010 MADE FOR SKATE tells the story of skateboard
footwear as seen through the eyes of those who lived it. Along with the
classics by companies such as Vans, Airwalk, Etnies and Duffs it features hardto-find and one-of-a-kind shoes that emerged throughout almost five decades of
skate history all photographed superlatively. This book provides an exhaustive
overview of the history and styles of skate shoes and is based on the
collection of the Museum of Skateboard History in Stuttgart, Germany.
Skating on Thin Ice Anatol Rapoport 2002 In 1921, when he was 11 years old,
Anatol Rapoport attempted to ice skate out of Russia to freedom in Poland.
Caught by border guards and turned back, he decided to try again with the help
of professional Army smugglers. This bittersweet story of emigration, by the
famed psychologist and mathematician known for his work in game theory, is set
against the background of the Russian revolution and civil war. Poignant
accounts of life in the Ukraine and Crimea, stories of Red and White Army
soldiers bivouacking in his home, and a 200-mile train ride that takes 13 days
in the comfort of a boxcar make this Canadian/American author's story
unforgettable.
Stalefish Sean Mortimer 2008-04-30 Chronicles the history of skateboarding,
from its creation in the 1960s to the popularization of freestyle skateboarding
and its development as a professional sport.
Ice Breaker Rose Viña 2019 Mabel Fairbanks didn't let segregation stop her from
skating.
Skateboarding Made Simple Vol 1 Aaron Kyro 2014-09-27 Professional Skateboarder
Aaron Kyro breaks down the basics of skateboarding in this easy to follow book
with clear video descriptions. The most detailed how to skateboard video ever
made put into a book. All 50 minutes of the full "Skateboarding Made Simple Vol
1" video tutorial is included. The tricks are broken up into chapters and the
step by step process for each trick is clearly laid out for you to follow. In
this book you will learn the basics of riding your skateboard, Ollie, Frontside
180, Backside 180, Pop Shove-it, Frontside Pop Shove-it, Heelflip and Kickflip.
Follow the steps in this book and progress super fast in your skateboarding
now!
The Complete Book of Roller Skating Ann-Victoria Phillips 1979
Figure Skating's Greatest Stars Steve Milton 2009-09-01 Profiles more than
sixty noted figure skaters from the earliest years of the sport to the present,
including male and female singles competitors, pairs skaters, and ice dancers,
and discusses compulsory figures, scoring, and nationalism.
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Little Stars Ice Skating Taylor Farley 2021 If you think you might like
skating, this book covers the basics on clothing, rules, and beginner skills
for skating on ice.
Skateboarding Is Not a Fashion Jurgen Blumlein 2018-02 The way apparel has been
worn and created by skateboarders over the past 50 years has had a tremendous
impact on popular culture at large. In Skateboarding Is Not A Fashion, the
authors have taken great effort to document all aspects of this aesthetic
movement; from its roots in the 1950s as an offshoot of surfing culture,
through the early 1980s when skateboarding "found itself" after a crucial
underground period of soul searching and DIY expressions of individuality.
Early generations of surfers and skaters wore coastal lifestyle brands such as
Jantzen, Hang Ten, Jams, Vans and Hobie. As the culture progressed and
developed its own distinct identity, brands core to the scene such as Vans,
Santa Cruz, Powell-Peralta, Sims, Alva, Jimmy'Z and many more jumped into the
fray with their own apparel. Nearly every area of garment design was touched by
skate wear's aesthetic-- influencing the design and fashion of innumerable
media from printed T-shirts to board shorts and denim to track suits along the
way. Telling the inside story of skate couture in the words of those who lived
it, Skateboarding Is Not A Fashion features original commentary from designers,
company founders, and pro skateboarders who have defined skateboarding's look
for entire generations. Skate personalities we meet include Stacy Peralta,
Lance Mountain, Tony Alva, Brad Bowman, Steve Olson, Steve Caballero, Steve Van
Doren, and many more. Skateboarding Is Not A Fashion even addresses the design
influence of accessories and safety gear ranging from helmets to kneepads and
gloves, not to mention accessories such as bags. Skateboarding's unique
attitude and style have captured the imagination of millions over the decades-and Skateboarding Is Not A Fashion Vol 1. is the culture's magnum opus
lookbook.
Made for Skate: 10th Anniversary Edition Jürgen Blümlein 2019-11-05 The
addition of 200 new pages of content bring this already massive tome up to date
with tons of new photos, illustrations and text. In the skateboard universe the
evolution of riding technique, skateboard decks, graphics and art are well
documented. Until now, however, skateboard shoes have received little
attention. Made for Skate tells the story of skateboard footwear as seen
through the eyes of those who lived it. Along with the classics by companies
such as Vans, Airwalk, Etnies, and Duffs it features hard-to-find and one-of-akind shoes that emerged throughout almost five decades of skate history, all
photographed superlatively. This book provides an exhaustive overview of the
history and styles of skate shoes and is based on the collection of the Museum
of Skateboard History in Stuttgart, Germany. Discover, for instance, why the
legendary Bones Brigade had to scrounge for shoes at the height of their fame
and how key design features such as the lace saver provided protection and
functionality. Skate personalities we meet include Stacy Peralta, Lance
Mountain, Tony Hawk, Rodney Mullen, Steve Caballero, Natas Kaupas, Don Brown,
Paul Rodriguez, Chad Muska, Mike Vallely, Adrian Lopez, Mark Gonzalez, Tim
Gavin, and many more. Shoe designers featured include James Arizumi, Jeremy
Fish, Andy Howell and Todd Bratrud.
The Boy Next Door Katie Van Ark 2015-01-06 In this intensely romantic debut
novel, a teen figure skater falls in love with her skating partner—who is also
the boy next door.
A is for Axel: An Ice Skating Alphabet Kurt Browning 2015-08-01 AV2 Fiction
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Readalong by Weigl brings you timeless tales of mystery, suspense, adventure,
and the lessons learned while growing up. These celebrated children’s stories
are sure to entertain and educate while captivating even the most reluctant
readers. Log on to www.av2books.com, and enter the unique book code found on
page 2 of this book to unlock an extra dimension to these beloved tales. Hear
the story come to life as you read along in your own book.
Do You Really Want to Skate on Thin Ice? Daniel D. Maurer 2016-07 Two children
go ice skating, fall through thin ice, and once they are safely home, they
learn more about how matter changes state from solid to liquid to gas. Includes
two hands-on experiments and further resources.
'93 Til Pete Thompson 2020-09 To be a skateboarder today is a much different
experience than it was for much of the 1990s. The photographs, quotes, and
anecdotal text in '93 til captures a time in skateboarding when making a
livable income as a professional skater was a luxury and public understanding
of skateboarding was at an all-time low. It was a time when skateboarding was
searching for an identity, a time before Instagram and big corporate
influences. Street skating was coming of age, testing its limitations and
aligning itself with a new and innovate style of hip-hop culture that was
emerging. Looking back, many skaters today feel as though the '90s were the
golden years of skateboarding. '93 til is a captivating portal into a decade
and a culture that is remembered with warmth and nostalgia. Much of the
photography that Pete has unearthed for '93 til was buried in boxes for close
to two decades and hasn't never been seen or published before. The 250-page
book also contains several timeless images from his years shooting for SLAP and
Transworld Skateboarding Magazine that will be familiar to the initiated. In
addition to his stunning action shots are plenty of portraits and unguarded,
candid moments that span from the late '80s up through 2004. The book reveals a
raw, unapologetic perspective of a world that no longer exists. Also included
in the book alongside Pete's imagery are quotes and anecdotes from legends like
Tony Hawk, Arto Saari, Jamie Thomas, Guy Mariano, Nyjah Huston, Geoff Rowley,
Stevie Williams and others. Pete moved on from his career in skate photography
in 2004 and is currently living in Brooklyn.
Shredders Sierra Prescott 2020-08-11 A stunningly photographed tribute to
female skaters of all ages and backgrounds, from novice to pro--plus an
illustrated history of the skateboard, skating tips and tricks, and more. In
celebration of the rad, undying spirit of skateboarding, Shredders features
gorgeous photography and stories of today's most awesome female skaters. The
women and girls profiled range from rising young riders like eight-year-old
Ariel Cai--who shreds at the largest indoor skate park in China--to old-school
pros like Laura Thornhill Caswell--the first woman to get a signature model
board--and today's star shredders like X Games gold winner and Tony Hawk
protégé Lizzie Armanto. From street and slalom skaters to park queens and longdistance pushers, Shredders features athletes and hobbyists of all skate
styles, ages, backgrounds, and skill levels, showing that skateboarding has
something for everyone. For aspiring skaters, Shredders is the perfect entryway
into the world of skateboarding, with tips for setting up and maintaining your
board as well as overviews of skate styles, history, and slang. And Shredders
also invites experienced riders to fall back in love with the sport that
embodies freedom, individuality, and active self-expression. Skaters of every
stripe are sure to find their inspiration to shred within these pages.
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